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then A must contain infinite regular subsets. T us, we see that for the sia languages 
&quiring less than log tt tape we cannot diagonalize over the infinite regular sets 
(this can be done for L(n) 2 log n). It is also interesting to observe that there exists 
an infinite language B, B c {0,1)*, , recognizable on log log rd tape which contains no 
infinite regular subsets [2, 4, 71. Furthermore, using standard diagonalization 
methods, one can construct a language 13, D c (0, l}*, recognizable on log n tape 
such that neither D nor D contain any infinite regular sets. On the other hand, we 
show in this paper that if 
then any language C, C C 2 *, recognized on L(n) tape is such that either C or 
C* - C contains infinite regular subsets. We note in passing that a similar result 
holds for context-free languages: if E is a context-free language then L or E 
contains infinite regular subsets. 
Finally, we observe that the set of primes in unary notation, P, requires exactly 
log n tape for its recognition and that no infinite subset of P can be recognized on 
less than log PZ tape. The corresponding question for the recognition of primes in 
nary notation, PB, has not yet been solvecl completely. So far we only know that 
the recognition of PB requires at least log ~2 tape [3]. If PB could be recognized on 
log n tape then we would have a determ,inistic polynomial time algorithm for 
testing whether a number is or is not a prime. A recent result shows that if the 
Generalized Riemann ypothesis holds then PB can be recogniz:ed in deterministic 
poiynomial time [6]. We conjecture that PB cannot be recognized on log tape. 
In this section we show that there is an infinite set of essentially different sla tape 
constructible functions in the log log it to log II range and that for each construct- 
ere exists an &a language whose recognition in essence 
ompleteness we first show that there exists a non-regular sla 
language [S]. Furthermore, for k I, thei&* exists a 
Thus, if we have pi written on ta in binary notati 
tape square to write down pi+l. Also, every arit 
k = 1,2,..., contains infinitely many primes if (cz, b) = 
then 
49(x) = In pi, 
Piz-x 
and therefore, or every E > 0 and sufficiently large x, 
Consider now the ila lang 
for some t 2 1, n is divisible by pl, 
but not by p&p:, . . . ,pf and p,+,}. 
!e, an is in A0 for n = 2 l 3 l 5 .13’, but not for n = 2*, 2 l 3 * 5’ or 3 l 5. 
eorem 1. A0 is a non-regular language recognizable on L(n) -= log log n tape. 
Furthermore, O is not recognizable on L,(n) tape if 
at A0 is non-regular, assume t5at o is recognized by a finite 
automaton ?*vith k,) states. Then for any n with a” in A,, and n ) k,,. we xx that for 
all 4 2 0 (by the pumping lemma [S]), 
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divisible by p’f, we need only 21og p, tape (or 81 rl+ %er tape alphabet and log pr tape). 
Finally, to check whether yo is not divisible by pc ml, we need only one additional tape 
square because between k and 2k lies a new ~;~rirnc. Thus, the divisibility can be 
checked on logp, tape and since 
I 
n, > PI9 
i=l 
we get, by, our previously mentioned result, that 
for some c > 0 and sufficiently large at. Thus, we see that A. is recognizable on 
log log tt tape. 
The last statement of the theorem follows from the general result [7], mentioned 
in the introduction, that recognition of nonregular sets requires that there exists a 
c, c > 0, such that for infinitely many it, 
E.(n)~ clog Iog n, 
This completes the proof. IZl ‘- 
Note that in the recognition process of Ao, the recognizer M* lays off the same 
amount of tape for infinitely many inputs. Since if a” is accepted and P,+~ was the 
largest prime used in this computation, then a n ‘Fs, ps > P~+~, is also accepted and the 
same amount of tape is laid off by M*. As shown in [2], this is a property of all sla 
language recognizers: if Tm Mi uses Li(n) tape on sla jnputs and 
ljm L&l= 0 
n-z log n ’ 
then for some mo, all m > m. bvhich are in the range of Li, i-i(n) = ytz, are achieved 
in5nitely often. 
Next we show that all tape bounded complexity classes of sla languages are 
closed under complement and then use this result to show that there exists a 
hierarchy of sI2 !anguage tape bounded complexity classes; below log ti. 
fA Ca” and A ETA - [L(n)] then ki =a*-A ETAP 
Consider a Tm M which has 9 states, a work tape alphabet of k symbols and 
(n) tape. Then ore 
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the work tape and kL@‘) the possible patterns which can be written on the work 
tape. For a suitable r, depending on 4 and k only, 
from which it will follow that on L(n) taye another Tm car? count high enough to 
detect cycling of M.. 
To do this construci Tm R/I’ as follows: M’ has a five-track working tape such that 
on each track on t tape squares it can count higher than :‘. On track 1, M' simulates 
and if M ever halts, M’ rejects the input if M accepts and ,vice versa. 
On track 2 and track 3, M’ counts the mber of times the input head of M hits 
the left and right end marker, respective If either of these counts grow so lar 
that they try to use more tape than so far used by A4, M' accepts the input since 
is cycling. 
On track 4, M’ counts the number of moves M has performed since its input 
head last encountered an end marker. If this count tries to use more,tape than M 
has used so far (i.e. the count is at least twice the number of configurations M can 
has entered a configuration twice since encountering an end marker 
heading for an end marker or cycling near one end of the input. M’ 
now recorcls the configuration that M is in on track 5 and counts on track 4 the 
displacement of the input head of &Z from its present position until the recorded 
configuration 0 M is repeated (which we know must happen in less steps than we 
can count on the available tape). If the displacement is zero, then M is cycling and 
M’ accepts the i Qut; if the displacement is not zero, then the input head of M will 
eventually hit an end marker, up the end marker count, and the process starts all 
over. Since M mes L(n) tape, M’ will eventually halt, accept a” ifV M does nor, 
and use no more tape than M. Thus, T(M) = a * - A E TAPE[L(r?)], as wac to be 
shown. El 
An inspection of the proof of Theorem 2 shows that for ever#y Tm we can 
effectively construct an equivalent Tm which uses no rmxc tape ant never cycles on 
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and such thar the set {1M,~i>} s a deterministic context-sensitive language. Thus my 
given Tm Mi can be converted to an equivalent Tm Mm(i) without using any more 
tape than needed to write down Mi. 
Next ve establish the existence of infinitely many diRerent tape bounded 
complexty classes of sla languages below the log n tape bound. 
Let L(n) be s/a tape constructible and let .D = (nl, n2, . . . > be an 
recursively k-numernble set of integers such that for all k, Lt(nk ) 2 I and 
infinite 
1il-n Lid!!LJ = 0. 
k+* L(nk) 
Then there exisrs an slu language A in TAPE[ L (n)], but not in TAPE[ L*(n)]. 
VJe first clarify the use of the set {nl, n2,. . .) in this theorem. Since for sla 
tape constructible L(n) such that 
all (suficiently large) values L (n) are achieved for infinitely many different inputs, 
we see that the condition 
]im Llo = 0 
n-r L(n) 
implies that Ll(n) = 0 infimtely often. Thus, the use of this condition in the theorem 
would lead to a weak result. As we will C+OW ;q this proof, it suffices that L(n) 
outgrows L!(n) infinitely cften to guarantpp t* .rrdr we can construct an A comput- 
able on L(n) tape but n& on LI(n) tape. 
To construct A we wi:l’rliagonalize over a!1 Tm”s which can be simulated on L(n) 
tape. ‘To do this we will use the fact that we can detect when a m cycles on SOme 
finite amount of tape, without using more tape, and we need a method to insure 
that we simulate every Tu:r on infinitely many inputs to make sure that A cannot be 
computed on *(n) tape from some point on by any Tm. The latter will be achieved 
bv the function t defined bellow. We now give details of this construction. 
be the list of Tm’s nteed by Corokry 3, w 
ite amount of tape. Thus, I runs on Li (n) tape then 
for all inputs, and also runs on L,(n) tape. Furthermore, {Mm(i,) is a deterministic 
csl. Let L(n) e an unbounded sla tape constructi let 
C={m: (3nk ED)[L(n+m]}. 
* whicE
exists 
0 a 
(b) 
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p(j) = i, and such that p(j) zan be computed on i tape squares. Then there 
a recursive function t such that: 
if T(j; is the amount of tape used to compute t(j), then T(j) > 1 
(Vj > 1)(3m E C)[t(j)> m > t(j - I)+ TU - 91g 
We now exhibit a Trls, M,, which computes a function t satisfying the above 
conditions: the TRn has t(I) stored in its finite control and it uses ta 
T(1) > 1 Mrr.ptljl :+nf .-- producing t(1). To compute t(j), A4 co putes t(j -- 1), 
counts T(j - 1) anb .G _cres t(j - 1) + T(j - l), and rz!ls to enumerate C unti 
element, m, is found such th t mat(j--l)+T(j-1). is element is stored 
more of C is enumerated unt an element m ’ of C is found such that m ’ > 1 AJI,.,~,,I 
and m’ > m. This element is t(j). 
To construct the desired set A in SLATAPE[L(n)] . and not in 
SLATAPE[k,(n)], we consider Tm IMA: for input a”, L(n) tape is laid off and the 
largest i is determined such that 
L(n)> t(j)+ T(j), 
call this r=;?p of k(n)-+ j, $c/; if no i can be found the mput is rejected. Otherwise, 
MA finds Ma.p(iJ, which can be done on L(n) tape, and simulates 
a”. If the simulation tries to use more than L(n) tape, t!len 
Otherwise, by the construction of M_Op(iJ, we know that MOOPCjJ will halt and Ma 
accepts if Moop(,, rejects and vice versa. Clearly T(A&) is L(n) tape acceptable, 
since Mn opera&es in L(n) tape. Furthermore, if (i) runs in L,(n) 3 1 tape and 
then MA c:fn simulate Mu(i) on tape CL,@,), for some c > 0, and for suficiently 
large nk, the limit condition implies that cLI(nk ) C L (nk ). By the construco;on of the 
function t, we know that for all j, there is some nk such that $[L(nk >] = j. Since B, 
maps infinitely many j onto each i, for some large nk we must have 
rejects x~J vice versa. Thus 
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